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· Directorate of Inspection and
· Enforcement - Region III
U.S~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn~ IL 60137

Subject:

Reference (a):

Dear

Mr~

Dresden Station Unit 2
Main Steam Lin~ Snubber Failure
NRC Socket· No~· so..:..237 · · · · · · · · · ·
B~

Rybak letter to.J~
dated May 13; 1983 ~ '

G~

Keppler

Keppler:·

As delineated· in our May 13; 1983 response (Reference (a))
concerning the Dresden Station Unit·2 Snubber·Action·Plan the following
items were to be sent. t.o you. on May 20, · 1983:. ·
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Correlation of test dat~ with analysis;
Determine why.there was a mismatch and why it was not
identified, .
, ·
Pro~ide ~SIV andl~~is iesults,
Compare SRV test results to MSIV analyzed loads.
Plan for performing interference checks on the MSIV
line snubber pipe c~amps ~uring the 62 day technical
specification snubber inspection~

Response to items 1) and 3) i? in the form of attachments to
this letter which were provided by Sargent and Lundy. As stated in their
test correlation report, here is an ongoing effort to determine potential
reasons for the discrepancy between expected values and actual test
values of the line thermal movements~ It should be pointed out, however,
that the growth even though different than expected do not pre$ent a
safety concern~ This was addressed in detail in our May 13, 1983
submittal. We will provide an update of the further investigation to
resolve the thermal growth discrepancies with our May 27, 1983 submittal.
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Th·e results
-the MSIV •. ~croswr·e.; anaiy~is'. i:ndica'te that the load.s
generated during that event are on the same ~rder of magnit~de as those .
measured during the SRV discha.~ge ,,eyent ~ ..,. Co11,si'dering, then, that piping .
analyses are conservative . and~ that th~· ·a_nalyz·ed MSTv· closure lo.ads are. on.
the same order of magnitude ~s the measured S~V loads, which were i~ .
themselves very low, we still' feel that -the MSIV closure event is nqt the
cause of the snubber failure: The .information which could be gained by
actually performing· a ·MSIV. isolation does not justify the challenge. to ·
the plant ·safety systems_~_
·
"\

.
.IA iespons~·.to item 2 the Dtesden Qu~lity .Control.Department
perforrrie-d an investigation of the type of pipe clamps that we.re 'installed
with.the MSIV snubbers. As stated· in our May 13 response· it .~ppea~s that
all the 'pipe clamps are NPS cl a.nips; and· not. the r.equfred Paci fie Scienti fie
clamps~
These
·_clamps. were purchased and. installed
by Phillips
.Getschow Co.
.
.
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.
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In a documentation. rev'i.ew ~ it was di:scovered that. Phillips
Getschow- had- ordered Paci fie Scienti fie clamps from NPS :Industries~ .. In
ad di ti on~ they requi ~ed a "Cetti f icate of Conformance" as Qu~l i_ty
. ·
Assurance documentation~ Thefr receiving documents tncl~de a Certificate
.of "compliance to a mate"rial speci ficat.ion ~ They· had recefvec:j t_h.e clamps
with the assumption.th~t they were Pacific Scientific clamps. ·We
a_cquired. photographs ,of the )nstalled. clamps that were taken. by _NUTECH~
Tl) e p i ct u. res· showed t hat . t, he c1 amps . were no t Pac i fi G ~ Sc i en t i f i c .• At t hat
t_1me, .. a-telephone_c.a,l_l to NPS was_ made to tr"y to determin.e which type.of
clamp·~as shipped.· NPS confirmed th~y h~d shipped NPS qlamps and not the
Pac!f~c· Scientific"_ clamps that. we.re. ordered~· Furthermore~. they .·sai.d.Jt
was· a. -c~mnion pract_ice of ·the~rs to make ·this'. type of substitutfon<.
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: ," In "our ·opinion·~· :".th~r~ were thre_e problems with th~,. purcha~.i"rig
and receivi·ng Qf 'these··c1amps.· Fi-I:st; NPS should not have made a ·substi"'."·
... tution wtthnut _info.rming _Phillips· G.etschow~ Second;'. Phillip~-_Getschow'sc
purchase o_rder. shoul.d have required a Certi.ficate of Conformanc.e to a · ·
Pacific_.-Scientific .part number~. Third~ while receiv1ng the clamps it
,.
should have been note.d that. tt)e Certificate of Compliance did not .certify·
that the bl~mps were Pacific Sriientific~ It only cer~ified the material
type.of the"clamps~
·
·Again; as stated in our May lJ ~e$ponse this does ·not p~es~~t· an
immediate safety cancern~. Non-conformanc~ reports; however, are being_
written by both the contractor and our Station Construction Departments
to
address corrective
for the ~pecific problem and to prevent~recurrence.
.
.
.
.
Finally, we com~itted to have a plan 'tor checking fo~ clamp
interference during the Dresden Unit·· 2 62 day snubber inspection~. W~
~ould like to defer this submittal until June 3 to enable us to review
the results of the binding study which is due May 27 ~nd incor~orate the
binding study will provide valuable information for defining the specific
areas for inspection depending on the of binding postulated~
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If there are any questions on the above; please contact this
Per the action plan the next transmittal will be May 27, 1983~
Very truly yours,

cc:
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A

A forced vibration time history analysis was performed to
determine the effects on the main steam header C and the
associated SRV piping resulting from dynamic loads acting
on the main steam piping due to Main Steam Isolation Valve
(MSIV} closure.

Based on ·the information contained· in the

FSAR, the steam flow rate through the valve was taken as
2.45 x 10

6

.

lb/hr at a pressure of 965 psia.

The valve

closure from 100% to 0% flow was taken as a linear function
of time and the closure time was taken as 1.8 sec (provided
by Commonwealth Edison Company).

The force time history_ was

generated using in-house computer program 'HYTRAN'.
resulting piping

sup~6rt

The

loads caused by the MSIV closure

event are given in the attached table.

From the table, it

is seen that the MSIV closure loads are

bounde~~by~the

SRV discharge loads.

. ...~.. ~~··i~t·"··

It should be noted that the SRV discharge

loads given in the attached table were obtained with a relatively
slow valve opening time of 280 mSec,

With a faster opening time

of 60 mSec for the SRV, the MSIV closure loads will become
insignificant relative to the SRV transient loads •

•
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. T.ABLE
COMPARISON BETWEEN SRV DISCHARGE AND MSIV CLOSURE LOADS
(MS-C SUBSYSTEM)

Snubber ID

SRV Discharge Load
(Valve Opening Time

w.

I

#SO
2-3001C-Sl
(M-'564G-l)
NP 27
(X-Skew)

(lbs)

-

#54
2-3019C-S2
(M-564G-9)
(X-Skew)
NP 119
#55
2-3019C-Sl
(M-564G-8)
NP 120
(Z-Skew)

=

280 rnSec)

Closing Time
<·~- hs)

.

156.0

#51
2-3001C-S2
(M-564G.:...2)
(X-Skew)
NP 28
#44
2-3001C-S3
('M-564G-3)
·NP 55B
(X-Glob)

MSIV Closure Load

1822

785

"

1514

'.

1617

719

1141

149

632

83

=

1.8 Sec
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MAIN STEAM MONITORING TEST
TEST-ANALYSIS CORRELATION

..

May 19, .1983
EMD--043781
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l.O.

Introduction
The results of th.e Dresden-2

~ma.in

.steam monitoring pro-

cedure (SP 83-4-54, Rev. O) revealed no measured response
that-could be considered a source of the failure of the
five main steam snubbers.

However I

.

some discrepancies

between measured and analytically predicted piping
r~sponses

were observed for the SRV discharge .loadings

and for ·the .piping thermal expansion movements.

Analyses

were performed to assess the effects of these discrepancies.
··.}

These analyses demonstrated that the piping stresses
remained within code allowables for all the monitored
events.

.: . r

The "Dresden-2 Main

Seven-Day Evaluation"
R~v.

St~am

Monitoring Procedure

(_Sargent & Lundy Cale. No. EMD-043449,

O) documents the results· of these evaluations.

The purpose of- this writeup is to offer explanations for
the discrepancies between the analytically predicted and
measured piping responses.

_

~

,'
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2.0

Thermal Movements
2.1

Walkdo~n

Readinas

·The recotded thermal movements for thE? constant and
spring supports on Main Steam lines are within the
design values with some minor deviations.

The

maximum deviation was found to be within 1/2" for
the spring supports and 5/8"

£0~

snubbSrs.

These

deviations likely result from the factor described
below.
2.1.1
;;_;.;··: -,.,

RPV Nozzle Thermal Movements
.In general, the spring supports movements
are either smaller or bounded by the design
values.

The measured upward vertical move-·

ments were less than the analytically predicted
movements-.

This smaller than predicted u~ward

movement was most prevalent on the hanger
nearest to the RPV noz·zle.

This discrepancy.

between predicted and measured movements likely·
results from the use of conservative (larger
than actual) RPV movements in the piping thermal
expansiori analysis.
A comparison was made between Dresden and LaSalle
RPV thermal movements to identify the source of

'--'---=---~-----

- -

- - -- - -
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the discrepancies.

The Dresden RPV

no~zle

movements were calculated·· by assuming linear
.expansion and a uniform temperature over the
vessel length.

Using GE's

for~ulae

(Spec. 22A3828,

Rev. 1, MPL No. A42-3670), which were proviqed for
the LaSalle Station RPV, the nozzle thermal movements were found to be very close· to the originally
calculated values.

However, GE stated that "the

appiication of these formulae should result in
conservatively high values for the vessel growth."

:

Therefore, with less conservative RPV nozzle
movements, the actual support movements would be

·.:..-:. ~

very close to the design values.

fl,:._;

Note that durjng

the plants previous operation, piping shakedown

2.1.2

to elastic behavior and ~aterial creep could also

....

result in smaller than predicted movementsc.

?.

Support Spring Resistance (Variability) Effect
A variable (spring or constant) support would
iequire ·applied lbad in ordei for the spring to.
move up or down.

This applied load with respect

to the dead weight is called variability, which
would differ from one support to.another and
would depend on the support design and its
condition.

-~-~---

---- -- - ----

A sensitivity analysis was performed

.·

for Main Steam C line, based on 10_% variability,
to assess the_ effect of the piping resistance to
thermal movements.

As a result, the piping

thermal movements at some locations changed by
3/16"~

reach

With a higher variability ratio (could
~0%)

the deviation

~n

piping thermal

movements are expected to be even greater than
3/16".
2.1.3

~Thermal

Movements Measurement Accuracy

The thermal movements were visually recorded
during cold as well as hot (460°F)

conditions~

The smallest division on a typical snubber is
·. -.~!

-~-

l/2" and on a constant spring support is either
· 3/32" or 1/4" depending on the total travel
distance of the support.

A typical support-or

snubber reading would require a combination of
judgement and

approximation~

-A ± l/4" reading

tolerance is considered reasonable for both
cold and hot conditions.

This could result in

a combined tolerance of ±.1/2" on the thermal
movement.

This measurement tolerance is con-

sistent with the hanger manufacture
reconunenda ti on.

(Bergen~Paterson)

.·
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Taking into account the above factors, thermal
I

deviations within 1/2" are viewed as acceptable,
asfilong as the spring supports and snubbers are
positioned within their working ranges .

.· ·.\

Therefore, the walkdown thermal·readings are
cmtsidered within the design values -and. no
significant deviation has been identified.
2.2

LVDT Measurements
The piping vertica1.movements as recorded by the LVDT's

. .:'!"'

were cons:istent wi.th the movements indicated .by the
\

..

·hanger readings.

The LVDT readings al-so indicated that

\

\
I

-

!"..t1,r"'\.

,.

. the piping upward movement was somewhat less than

-~·

analytically predicted.

.....

d~s¢repancies

•.'!'

The probable reasons for these.

were discussed in Section 2.1 .

LVDT's also were used to measure lateral movement at
snubber.locations.

Af!> reported intJ:ie Sev.en:':"'Day Evaluation

there· was a discrepancy between.· the· LVDT measured movements
and the walkdqwnmeasureq movements.

·However, in all but

one case the discrepancy was less than 1/2 inch, which is
within the measurement tolerance of .the walkdown.
snubber 51 the discrepancy is.close to one inch.

At
In the

opinion of Wyle Labs, this discrepancy-could be caused
by a bad connection in the ·butt splicer or a bad conn.ection

.. ..
-':

...

.

..
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in.ternal to the LVDT.

The change in containment ambient

temperature, which reached

::!

150°F, could then. result

in an errant LVDT reading.
The MS header lateral movements as measured by the. LVDT's
are.greater
one inch.

~han~the

predicted values by approximately

An analysis for. these discrepant movements

was performed and the pipe stresses were shown to remain
within Code· allowables (RE: Seven-Day Data Evaluation).
The explanation of the discrepant movements is curr.ently
being inve&tigated. ·

..

e·

'·

..

i

'

!
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SRV Transient Loads.

•

'l'he design basis analysis indicated: that the . SRV transient
loads on the MS header piping were not

s~gnificant.

The

test results corifirm that these loads 1 are not significant.
For example, snubber number 52 hcid the largest measured
SRV load.

For snubber 52 the addition (via SRSS) of the

·design basis SRV loads to the SSE.,loads increased the.
snubber design load by less

th~n

one percent.

Adding a

conservative interpretation of the. measured S.RV load
(4300 lbs compression)
·~·

to the SSE lo.ads increases the

snubber design load by less than .eight percent (less ·than
650 lbs.) .

The measured loadings. did, however, differ from ·the
.

analytically predicted loads.

.

.

For six out of nine of the

measured cases the measured loads. w~re less than pr~dicted,.
and for three cases the measured loads slightly exceeded'
__

-~

theit predicted values.· This section provides probable
sources of .the

d~screpancy betwe~p

measured and predicted

loads.
3.1

Analytical Assumptions
In the design basis analysis various assumptions are
made .to' account for unknown parameters and to

ar~ive

Pae
.

·-

------~---

-·

at. _a feasible analytical approach.

""'

lo of.· 13

These assumptions

are made:ko apprpximate,the actual system behavior.
I .

Deviations between the actual and assumed behavior
will. result in di$cr~pancies between the predi6ted

..

and actual response .
The analysis for SRV discharge loadings is performe_d
in two steps; first the loadings are. generated and
then these loadings are input into a struct~ral
analysis.·· The primary assumptions made in both steps
are described below.

.

~~

....

. ..

3.1.l

·Fo~cina

Ftincti¢n

The primary ·assumptions used in the generation
:····'

of the forqing function involve the behavior
of the SRV valve.

Assumptions are made con-

cerrting the valve opening; e.g. the rate of
· ~rea~opening, the time of opening, and the flow
·rate. ·Variance between these assumptions and
actual.valve behavior result in variance in the
.predicted and actual forcing functions.
In addition, small loadings in the header piping
are generated by the depressurization wave that
is created in the header when the SRV valve opens.

i

•

.
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These . ..depressurization
loadings were not
I
c~nsidered in the design basis.analysis.

These

loadings were calculated to be small.
3.1.2

Structural Ahalygis
The primary assumption made in the structura:1
analysis involve the piping and support behavior.
A linear piping

~tructural

analysis is performed

with an assumed dampin9 va·lue.

The snubbers

are assumed to be infinity rigid struts without
gaps.
·-

·..

The effect of spring and c_onstant hanger

supports is not considered.

The actual ·system

behavior is somewhat different than these
assumptions, and some-discrepancy between predieted and measured

re~ponses

i~

therefor~·

expected.
For example, snubbers do not behave as· rigid
struts.

A snubber, per design, limits the piping

acdelera~ion

to a value less than 0.02g.

If the

acceleration is less than this, thE: snubber will
see no load.

If a particular snubber allows the

piping to move,· then some of the loading will· be
absorbed in the piping and some of the loading
will be redistributed to other snubbers or supports.

.:;:.

i

e-

.•
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Actual snubber behav.ior al_one, :especially at __ low
loading values, will account for a good deal of
variance between predicted and measured responses.
Loads will be distributed differently between
snubbers and some loading will be· absorbed in the··
piping.
- 3.2

Snribber Load Measurements
The snubber calibrations and the setup of the test
eq~ipment

was designed for the. measurement of large loads,

of a magnitude that could fail a snubber._

Specificallyr_

)

:I
,.

-· t"

there were no calibration data points for loads less than
.5,000 lbs. and the oscillograph recorders were set on a
scale of 10,000 lbs. per inch.

The measured-responses

were typically well below these values.

However,. to get-

a rough idea of the system response, attempts wer.e made.
to read the lqw level signals.
\

Note that the -variance

in accuracy, as a percent of readinm increases as the
signal level decreases.
Tabulated below are the estimated

accuraci~s

of the

measured values for the three snubbers that experienced
the largest loadings.

The combined _accuracy of the

signal conditioning and strain .gauge is 3.78% _of reading
(per Wyle Lab~ document "Field Data Acquisition Accuracies").

.

.,
'
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This does not include the accuracy of the.calibration
1.

c~rv~s,

which is not

percenta9e.

d~fined,.butwould increa~~

The table includes, in

.term~

this

of the

measured parameter, the value of 1/2 the width of the·
noise band.

The recorded measured loadings-are felt

to be conservative (especially in the ~ase of
compression) estimates of the actual response.

'~:.

:i

,

·:~

;-··-·: . .
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•

• •:

.·
.·
. Accuracies ·.·lbs
Mo_asured SRV 'l'ension
Compression
Sm.lb®' . Transient I.Oads (lbs)
3. 78%.
1/2
3.78%
1/2
·-No.
Tension Compression Reading Noise Band Reading· Nbise B:mcl.
-~.,:.,'.;:'.'

........ __,. .

·-· -.. ......
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46

+ 1500.

3700

± 57

244

± 140

. 615

·~r

50'

+ 1700

800

± 64

260

± . 30

·320

...

52

+ 2000·.·

4300

± 76

452

± 163

1778:

~·.1.·

\

· According · to 'i
subsequent·. {
. calibrations, l
the comoressio.
•reading; coulcJ,
be conse.rVati\-'
by an
additional
14 to36%

